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¥ Heat transport by conduction

¥ Heat transport by convection (incompressible flow); considering 
buoyant and forced convection, surface driven flow and several
magnetohydrodynamic effects for electrically conducting fluids 
(steady,rotating,alternating and travelling magnetic fields)

¥ Transport of oxygen and dopants

¥ Phase boundary tracking

¥ Finite Volume Method

¥ Block-structured, non orthogonal grids

¥ Parallelization with MPI (run on PC, PC-cluster, parallel and
vectorial supercomputers)

STHAMAS 3D
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-The melt is spontaneously rotated by 
the electromagnetic force

Crystal rotation: wx = -0rpm
Crucible rotation: wc =    1rpm
Crystal diameter:    D=   30mm

(scalar potential) (Velocity and temperature )
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300mm

-30mm: in agreement with the   
experiment (M.Watanabe, et al.)
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300 mm Si-HMCZ
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3D view: scalar potential 2D view: temperature field

Crystal rotation: wx = -15rpm
Crucible rotation: wc =    4rpm

B=300mT



300mm Si-HMCZ

Influence of the electrical conductivity of the crystal
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!!Experiment show a homogeneus 
temperature field in crystal



300mm Si-HMCZ

Influence of the electrical conductivity of the crystal
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Conclusions

¥ Three dimensional numerical simulation of melt flow in 
industrial melts is possible with our software 
STHAMAS3D.              

¥ Two order of magnitude higher intensity of electrical 
current is necessary to obtain the same rotation rate of 
the melt in 300mm Si-EMCZ than in 30mm Si-EMCZ.

¥ Electrical conductivity of the crystal should be 
considered in order to obtain realistic results for 300mm 
Si-HMCZ.          

¥ Experiments are necessary in order to validate the 
results of numerical simulations.


